In this paper, a new optimization method has been proposed for accident prediction nonlinear models. This has been achieved by eliminating the Hessian matrix from the equation of optimal pace length in the gradient vector method. One advantage is that it is independent of the starting point in optimization processes and it provides convergence at the highest top as well. This method has been tested on an accident prediction model and its preference over the gradient vector method has been proven.
Introduction
Accident prediction models (APMs), are mathematical equations that express the average accident frequency in a definite facility such as an intersection or a road section as a function of traffic flow, geometric design elements and other facility characteristics. The general form of the equation is as follows [1] :
where, E{k} = expected number of accidents per unit of time, X = a series of covariates, X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X p , b = coefficients to be estimated, b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b p . The main objective of equation (1) is to estimate b coefficients, associated with the covariates (or explanatory variables). The techniques for finding these coefficients are very well developed, and many documents exist that are related to linear models [2] , generalized linear models (GLM) [3] , and non-linear models [4] . In general, APM coefficients are usually estimated by GLM through regression or maximum likelihood methods.
A likelihood function is usually maximized by such numerical methods as Newton-Raphson, quasi-Newton and gradient vector. These methods depend the on Hessian matrix for pace length; therefore, for models with non-linear functions, they create problems such as time extension of the paces, complete dependency on the starting point and the possibility of converging at a point other than the highest top.
In this paper, based on optimization concepts and using the accepted principles of mathematics, a new equation has been presented that finds the optimal pace length in such numerical methods as the gradient vector and reduces the above mentioned problems and provides a simple tool to estimate the coefficients of statistical models.
Likelihood function is a fundamental concept in statistical inference. It indicates how likely a particular population is to produce an observed sample [5] . Let P(X, T) be the distribution of any random vector X, where T is the vector of parameters of the distribution. If X 0 is the observed realization of vector X, an outcome of an experiment, then the function L(T|X 0 ) = P(X 0 |T) is called a likelihood function. In other words, you have to substitute the observations instead of the random vector into the expression for probability of the random vector, and to consider the new expression as a function of parameters T. The likelihood function varies from outcome to outcome of the same experiment, for example, from sample to sample. The general form is as follows:
where L(b) is the likelihood function of the occurrence of observations 1 to n for b parameters and P i is the probability of the occurrence of each observation.
In accident prediction models, likelihood functions are expressed differently depending on the forms of probability distribution. For example, relation (3) below shows a likelihood function expressed in logarithmic form based on an assumption of a negative binomial distribution of residuals and is widely used in accident prediction models [6] :
where L() = log likelihood function; l i = individual contribution to the log likelihood of the ith directional segment; y i = response for the ith directional segment; l i = estimated mean for the ith directional segment; k = dispersion parameter.
In accident prediction models, the unknown coefficients are calculated by partial differentiation of likelihood function and equating them to zero. This way, a set consisting of N equations and N unknowns called ''maximum likelihood score equations'' is formed. Solution of this set of equations is not usually possible with the help of algebraic methods and hence, use is often made of numerical methods.
Numerical methods are iterative methods whose calculations start with the assumption of the first response and continue with a series of iterations until an optimal value is reached for the objective function (likelihood function). The principles of these methods are [7] :
First, it is assumed that the value of the variable in the ith cycle is equal to z i . Next, an increment vector Dz i is given to z to find the variable value in the (i + 1)th iteration. i.e.
Since Dz Ã i is a vector and its length and direction largely influence the new design, it is selected to be the product of a number and a unit vector found from the following relation:
where k i is a positive number showing the length of the increment vector and S Ã i is a vector showing the search direction to find the new response.
Finally, substituting relation (5) in relation (4), the value of the (i + 1)th iteration is found as follows:
Based on the above principals, various numerical methods have been developed that are different in selecting the search direction and the pace length. Table 1 shows the characteristics of three numerical methods that have most applications in transportation issues and accident prediction models. In this table, k is the pace length in each iteration; S i is the search direction vector; r T is the gradient vector and [H] is the Hessian matrix [8] .
Some other methods like the ''conjugate gradient vector'' and the ''modified Newton'' too have been developed for the optimization of different functions; but, since they depend on the Hessian matrix, they have the some weak points as the Table 1 Main characteristics of numerical methods common in accident prediction models.
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Pace length Search direction
previous once. This paper has tried to improve convergence speed in optimization processes by eliminating the Hessian matrix from the equation of optimal pace length.
Mathematical principles of the proposed method
This method has been developed by modifying the optimal pace length of the gradient vector as explained below:
(A) Considering that there exist three conditions of starting, finishing and optimal points in an optimization process, a quadratic equation has been selected in the form of relation (7) and interpolated to determine the constants A, B and C for two values of zero and one (the range of pace length changes):
(B) Eq. (7) has been expanded for one step further using Taylor series, i.e.:
If k ¼ 0 in relation (8), we will have:
And substituting relation (9) in relation (7) we can have:
To find the value of B, it can be reasoned that since the pace length has been selected for the previous iteration, the derivative of relation (8) should satisfy the derivative of relation (7), i.e.:
Substituting relation (11) in relation (7) and assuming k ¼ 0, we may have:
To find C, k is considered equal to 1 in relation (8) and z
If higher-order derivatives are neglected (because the values are very small), we may write:
This shows that for a pace length equal to 1, the value for the new design point is z Ã i þ S i and value of the design function is f ðz Ã i þ S i Þ: Therefore, equation (7) can be written as follows:
And, therefore:
(C) Finding A, B and C, equation (7) may be written as:
If relation (17) is differentiated with respect to k and the derivative is set to zero, the optimal pace length can be calculated as follows:
df ðkÞ dk
where k opt is the optimal pace length, S i is the direction of the search vector, f ðz Ã i Þ is the objective function and r T is the gradient vector.
It can be seen that unlike optimal pace length in the gradient vector, relation (19) is independent of the Hessian matrix and hence, reduces the problems arising due to its presence. The flowchart, drawn in the MATLAB environment that can be used by the proposed method in optimization processes is shown in Fig 1. 
Numerical results
In order to investigate the advantages of the proposed method as compared with the gradient vector method, a safety performance function (a form of accident prediction model) has been defined based on two sets of main data i.e. ''number of accidents'' and ''average daily traffic''. These data have been gathered from sources like police reports and field findings of 160 urban road segments in Iran in a time period of 3 years (2005-2007) and analyzed with the help of Hauer equation (y ¼ f ðxÞÞ. Hauer modeling method is as follows [9] :
Draw an empirical integral function based on the traffic volume data (Fig. 2) . Compare the EIF diagram with that of a known integral function (Fig. 3) and nominate different functional forms for the independent variable. Estimate the coefficients of the candidate functions by optimization of the likelihood function. Select the best function form for the independent variable using Schwarz Bayesian information Criterion (BIC) which is found from the following relation:
where L() Is the maximized log likelihood function; h is the vector of estimated parameters; p is the number of parameters; and s is the number of subjects. Find model goodness fit.
Selection of function form
Based on the above methodology and using two methods (the gradient vector and the proposed methods), a safety performance function has been investigated and the results compared as follows:
(1) First, five different functional forms were nominated for the traffic volume variable after drawing the EIF diagram (Fig. 4. ) and comparing it with some known integral functions Table 2 . (2) Next, the candidate functions were optimized and their coefficients determined using the proposed method (the results are shown in Table 2 . The function y ¼ b 0 x b 1 was selected as the best model for traffic volume variable based on the least values of À2 log likelihood and BIC. Cumulative bin area Fig. 4 . The empirical integral function for the data traffic flow. Table 2 Parameter estimation results for the model.
Rows
Functional form Parameter À2 log Likelihood BIC Table 3 Parameter estimation results for the model by gradient vector.
Functional form Parameter À2 log Likelihood BIC Table 3 . It was observed that when optimization was done by the known gradient vector method, some functions (e.g. the one in row 3) did not converge and the values of BIC and À2 log likelihood were more than those found by the proposed method Table 2 . These results affect the selection of a suitable function form for the traffic flow variable and, in this case, a linear function in the form b 0 þ b 1 Á x can be selected for this variable. (4) To study the effect of the selection of primary values on the process of optimization, the candidate functions were tested with different primary values. The results for the known gradient vector method are shown in Table 4 and those for the proposed method in Table 5 . The results clearly show that unlike the gradient vector method, the proposed method does not depend on the selection of primary values of the parameters and this is a great advantage of this method for the task of modeling. (5) To compare convergence speed in the proposed and the gradient vector methods, the number of iterations was counted Table 6 . This table clearly shows the proposed method has a faster convergence speed with respect to the gradient vector method. The reason may be thought to be due to the independency of the proposed method on the Hessian matrix.
Conclusions
In this paper, a new method has been proposed for optimization of accident prediction non-linear function, called the ''modified gradient vector'', this method does not depend on the starting point for the process of optimization and makes possible the convergence of a non-linear function possible at the highest top. So, many limitations of the known gradient vector method are been removed and optimization of functions can be done more easily. The proposed method has been tested on an accident prediction model and the results compared with those obtained from the gradient vector method. Following conclusions are worth mentioning:
The proposed ''modified gradient vector'' method does not depend on the movement starting point for the process of optimization. In fact, since this method enables a non-linear function to converge at the highest top with the selection of a suitable optimal pace length (a number between zero and one), it is independent of the movement starting point and the result would be the same with any primary value. Using the modified gradient vector method for optimization, there will be less value for À2 log likelihood for different functions. Since less À2 log likelihood values provide better condition for non-linear functions optimization at the highest top of convergence, this method is preferable to the known gradient vector method in selecting a suitable functional form for accident prediction models. Optimization procedure in each of the methods is different. Selection of a suitable starting point in the known gradient vector method results in the convergence of the objective function and the unsuitable selection of this point may cause convergence at a point other than the highest top, but in the modified gradient method this problem has been solved.
